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Based on

Haskell in 5 steps

https://wiki.haskell.org/Haskell_in_5_steps
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1) From Haskell code, using a library written in another language 

which assumes mutable state everywhere. 

This situation often arises with event-callback GUI toolkits.

2) Using Haskell to implement a language 

that provides imperative-style mutable variables.

3) Implementing algorithms that inherently require 

destructive updates to variables.

4) Dealing with volumes of bulk data massive enough 

to justify squeezing every drop of computational power available 

to make the problem at hand feasible.

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Mutable_objects

Cases demanding mutability 
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external demands can impose mutability on the code 

internal demands can impose mutability on the code 

 algorithms may require mutability (3) 

extreme computational demands (4)

it is not reflected in any way in the overall results. 

these do not include all the cases

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Mutable_objects

External and internal demands on mutability
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sorting a list does not require mutability in any essential way, 

and so a function that sorts a list and returns a new list should, 

in principle, be functionally pure even if the sorting algorithm uses 

destructive updates to swap the position of the elements. 

In such case, the mutability is just an implementation detail. 

The standard libraries provide a nifty tool for handling such situations 

while still ending up with pure functions: 

the ST monad, which can be found in Control.Monad.ST

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Mutable_objects

Implementations choice – mutability
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Mutable data structures can be found in the libraries 

for the exceptional use cases for which they prove necessary. 

For instance, mutable arrays (alongside with immutable ones) 

can be found in the vector package or the array package 

bundled with GHC [5]. 

There are also mutable hash tables, 

such as those from the hashtables package. 

In all cases mentioned, both ST and IO versions are provided. 

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Mutable_objects

Mutable Data Structure
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Arrays, hash tables and any other mutable data structures 

are defined in the same way - for each of them, 

there's an operation that creates new "mutable values" 

and returns a reference to it. 

Then special read and write operations in the IO monad are used. 

https://wiki.haskell.org/IO_inside#IO_actions_as_values

Mutable data structures
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mport Data.Array.IO

main = do arr <- newArray (1,10) 37 :: IO (IOArray Int Int)

                  a <- readArray arr 1

                  writeArray arr 1 64

                  b <- readArray arr 1

                  print (a, b)

Here, an array of 10 elements with 37 as the initial value 

at each location is created. 

After reading the value of the first element (index 1) 

into 'a' this element's value is changed to 64 

and then read again into 'b'

As you can see by executing this code, 

'a' will be set to 37 and 'b' to 64. 

https://wiki.haskell.org/IO_inside#IO_actions_as_values

Mutable arrays
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https://wiki.haskell.org/Arrays

Mutable arrays

Immutable 
Instance

Iarray a e 

IO Monad
Instance

MArray a e IO

ST Monad
Instance

MArray a e ST

Array
DiffArray IOArray STArrayStandard

UArray
DiffUArray

IOUArray
StorableArray STUArrayUnboxed
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